
VELENO MIPS

The all new Veleno Mips is made for any bike and none in particular. The most versatile helmet of the MET range, it gives you access to the entire world of cycling in 
one go thanks to its variety of features.
Naturally born for MTB with a sporty design, it also adapts to tarmac and gravel roads. Secure and protective on the trail but light and ventilated for long bike packing 
rides on or off-road. Suiting all categories, the Veleno refuses them all, it’s the first helmet for undefinable human beings. 

Featuring the MIPS-C2® brain protection system, the MET Veleno Mips is able to slide relative to the head in the case of a crash, redirecting damaging rotational motion. 
MIPS is a brain protection system—engineered to add protection to the standard construction of helmets in case of certain impacts. The MIPS Brain Protection System 
(BPS) is attached inside the helmet, between the comfort padding and the EPS.

The visor is minimal and removable thanks to invisible anchor clips that keep the design clean and stylish in both modes. Tarmac or trails? Like a gravel bike the Veleno 
has no borders making its versatility the major stand out point of this helmet.

The Veleno Mips comes with 26 air vents and finely engineered internal air channeling to maximise the airflow which push the hot air out and let a fresh, comfortable 
feeling in. It also features two dedicated ports for securely docking sunglasses while resting or climbing.

Beyond its venting prowess, the Veleno Mips is also exceptionally comfortable. The 360° head belt of the MET Safe-T Upsilon retention system ensures that there will 
be no pressure points on the skull and its internal shape is welcoming almost all different shaped heads, rounder or more oval.

The design reflects the aim of the helmet to adapt to various intended use and different environments. Widely open, deeper coverage, a versatile visor and a fully 
polycarbonate wrap which makes it more durable avoiding any exposed EPS surfaces to outdoor conditions. 

In-mould polycarbonate shell with EPS liner
Fully polycarbonate wrapped EPS liner to enhance durability
Extended Head Coverage for deeper head protection
MIPS-C2® Brain Protection System extra protection against certain impacts
MET Safe-T Upsilon Fit System
360° Head belt, Vertical adjustment to maximse adjustability 
Removable visor with hidden anchors ensures maximum versatility 
Hand washable comfort pads
Straps with adjustable divider leave you with an individual fit
26 Vents, Internal engineered air channeling to improve ventilation and comfort
Reflective rear decals to enhance visibility in low-light conditions
Sunglasses ports to securely dock sunglasses when climbing or resting

FEATURES

MTB | Cross Country | Trail | E-MTB | Gravel

CE | US

S  | 52/56 cm | t.b.d.
M| 56/58 cm | t.b.d.  
L | 58/61 cm | t.b.d.

MET Magnetic USB Led Light
MET DualGel Front Pad

CERTIFICATIONS

SIZES & WEIGHTS

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES


